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Abstract
We analyse deviations between interest rates paid in the Swiss franc
unsecured money market and the respective Libor rate. First, banks
that have access to the secured interbank market and the SNB’s monetary policy operations pay less than other banks. Second, domestically
unchartered, foreign banks pay more than domestic banks. We find
that these segmentations are limited both during normal times and
during the financial crisis starting 2007 thanks to open access to the
secured interbank market and the SNB’s monetary policy operations.
These findings reveal that access policy matters for monetary policy
implementation.
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Introduction

The financial crisis starting 2007 revealed significant price differentiation in
unsecured money markets. As described by McAndrews (2009), beforehand
reasonably integrated USD money markets showed economically significant
price differences along various lines of segmentation. To address stress in
the money market, central banks – in particular the Federal Reserve (Fed)
– broadened access to central bank money to previously non-eligible institutions. While existing literature provides first insights on the effects of
various new facilities aimed to broaden access to central bank money, the
discussion may benefit from addressing the issue from another perspective:
given a central bank has initially granted broad access to its monetary policy
operations, how has price segmentation developed in the unsecured money
market under normal and under stressed market conditions? By comparing
central banks’ access policies and the relative performance of the respective currency’s money market, we may gain further insights on the optimal
design of the operational framework for the implementation of monetary
policy.
We evaluate the degree of price differentiation on the Swiss franc unsecured money market from 2005 to 2011, thus, before and during the financial
crisis starting 2007. This market is of particular interest, as the Swiss National Bank (SNB) – in contrast to most other central banks – has followed
a very open access policy since 1999. The SNB grants access to its reserve
accounts, the large-value payment system as well as to its monetary policy
operations to a broad range of domestically chartered intermediaries. In
addition, foreign banks and securities broker-dealers that are not chartered
in Switzerland are also eligible to participate in the SNB’s open market
operations,its standing facilities and in the interbank repo market.
We define price differentiation as a deviation of actual interest rates
from the respective Libor (London interbank offered rate) and consider two
dimensions of independent differentiation. First, we consider segmentation
according to whether or not market participants choose to have direct access
to central bank monetary policy operations. Second, we consider crossborder segmentation. Market participants are either domestic (domestic and
locally based branches of foreign intermediaries) or foreign intermediaries
(that are not chartered in Switzerland).
Regression results show that the Swiss franc unsecured money market is
well integrated both during normal and crisis times. Even though an economically significant access premium exists, we find that the SNB’s open
access policy limits price differentiation and, hence, market segmentation
between intermediaries that actually chose to access monetary policy operations as well as the interbank repo market and those that do not. This
is inferred from the fact that segmentation has not worsened during the
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financial crisis but rather vanished with the move towards unconventional
monetary policy. The fact that the number of participants to the SNB’s
monetary policy operations and the interbank repo market has increased by
50% since the start of the financial crisis clearly underpins the value of an
open access policy. Furthermore, we find that cross-border segmentation is
persistent throughout the sample period. Yet, we argue that by granting
access to foreign intermediaries that are not chartered in Switzerland, the
SNB’s open access policy also limits the degree of cross-border segmentation.
Again, this holds true both during normal and crisis times.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses generic access
policies and the one adapted by the SNB. In Section 3 we provide a short
overview of the literature and summarise findings as so-called implications.
We discuss the SNB’s responses to the financial crisis in Section 4. Section
5 provides a short description of the data set used and the econometric
methodology applied. The last two sections discuss the results and provide
concluding remarks.

2

Access

2.1

Access policy

While there is a huge body of literature dealing with the variety of monetary
policy implementation in terms of instruments1 , we analyse the particular
aspect of a central bank’s access policy to its monetary policy operations.
A central bank aims to keep the market interest rate at the targeted level
offering access to open market operations and standing facilities to a defined
set of intermediaries.
A central bank’s access policy can be categorised broadly into three
types:
1) Only primary dealers which represent a selection of domestic banks2
are eligible (e.g. Fed, Bank of Canada (BoC));
2) All domestic banks including subsidiaries of foreign banks which are
subject to minimum reserve requirements are eligible (e.g. European
Central Bank (ECB), Bank of Japan (BoJ));
1
The provision or absorption of reserves via monetary policy operations is mainly done
by means of short-term repo transactions. See Sturm (2011) for a recent survey of the
literature.
2
Throughout the paper we use the term domestic banks for domestically chartered
domestic and foreign banks. In some jurisdictions such as Switzerland, this may also
include securities brokers/dealers, insurance companies and asset manager of collective
investment schemes. However, in most jurisdictions access is granted only to institutions
that are subject to minimum reserve requirements, i.e. banks.
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3) In addition to domestic and domestically chartered foreign banks, foreign banks that are not chartered domestically are also eligible (e.g.
SNB).
Historically, the range of eligible counterparties for monetary policy operations has differed across central banks (see Chailloux et al. (2008) for
a more detailed comparison). The Fed has granted access to a selective
range of banks. The number of primary dealers peaked at 46 in 1988 and
declined to 21 in 2007. As of August 2011, 20 institutions were primary
dealers.3 In contrast, since 1999, the SNB has granted access to all domestically chartered banks and securities brokers and dealers (hereinafter
domestic banks).4 In addition, the SNB also grants access to banks and
securities broker-dealers that are not chartered in Switzerland (hereinafter
foreign banks). Thus, to obtain Swiss franc liquidity, a foreign bank does
not have to establish a branch in Switzerland.
Before March 2009, central banks in major currencies operated in a structural liquidity deficit, i.e. the banking system was a net borrower of liquidity
from the central bank.5 After reaching the zero lower bound for interest rates
in late 2008, various central banks aimed to further loosen monetary policy
by creating excess reserves (quantitative easing). By the outright purchase
of securities or foreign currencies, for example, central banks moved away
from a structural liquidity deficit to a surplus. In doing so, central banks
indirectly widened access to their monetary policy operations through the
creation of permanent liquidity that was directly distributed to banks in
need for liquidity, be it eligible or non-eligible banks.
The transition from a liquidity deficit to a surplus implies that the central bank may have to absorb excess liquidity from the banking system to
keep the market interest rate at the targeted level. The central bank’s access policy may influence both the effectiveness of its liquidity providing
and absorbing operations. For instance, the Fed announced in March 2010
that it widens the range of eligible counterparties for its liquidity absorbing
operations to include more intermediaries.6 The SNB, in turn, did not have
to alter the range of counterparties to include intermediaries that are long
in Swiss franc.
3

See www.ny.frb.org/markets/primarydealers.html.
Since 2010, the SNB has further opened access to domestically chartered insurance
companies and asset managers of collective investment schemes. See SNB (2010b).
5
A structural liquidity position is defined as the net claims or liabilities of the banking
system towards the central bank. If the banking system has net liabilities (claims) towards
the central bank, it is in a structural liquidity deficit (surplus).
6
See Fed’s press release under www.newyorkf ed.org/markets/rrpa nnouncements.html.
4
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2.2

SNB’s access and collateral policy

In 1999, the SNB has opened access to its monetary policy operations and
standing facilities to foreign banks. The original intention of allowing foreign
banks to access the SNB’s monetary policy operations on a remote basis was
to reduce the dependence on the few large Swiss financial institutions and
to improve the general liquidity distribution. This aims at facilitating the
steering of a longer-term money market rate, namely the 3-month Libor, see
Auer and Kraenzlin (2011).
For that purpose, the SNB extended access to reserve accounts from domestic to foreign banks. The same was done for the Swiss large-value payment system (SIC). This has eliminated the requirement to be fully present
as a bank in Switzerland in order to be able to settle in central bank money.
The SNB conducts its monetary policy operations on Eurex Repo, the Swiss
franc repo trading platform. On the same system the huge majority of interbank repo transactions in Swiss francs are concluded. Access to SNB’s
reserve accounts and SIC are a requirement to participate in the Swiss franc
repo system. All transactions conducted on the platform are settled in SIC
and the Swiss CSD (SIX SIS Ltd), which also acts as the Tri-party agent
for the repo system. As a rule of thumb, banks that have access to the
Swiss repo system are also eligible to participate in the SNB’s open market
operations and have access to the SNB’s standing facilities.
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Figure 1: Number of banks with access to Swiss franc repo market
Figure 1 plots the number of domestic (grey) and foreign (blue) banks in
the Swiss franc repo market. Back in 1999, when the repo market went oper5

ational, it counted 37 banks of which four were not chartered in Switzerland.
Since then, the number of banks increased steadily to 170 banks in December
2010, of which 62 participate on a remote basis. Currently, foreign banks are
mainly domiciled in Austria (24), Germany (16) and in the UK (6). Since
the outbreak of the money market turmoil in August 2007, the number of
new participants increased substantially by around 60 participants of which
24 are domestic and 36 are foreign banks.7
The SNB’s open access policy is also reflected in its collateral framework.
The SNB does not only accept collateral denominated in Swiss franc but in
various foreign currencies.8 This collateral policy originates from the fact
that the Swiss franc capital market is rather small and, as a consequence,
the potential range of eligible collateral is too limited to serve as collateral
for monetary policy operations. Furthermore, as foreign banks usually do
not possess collateral denominated in Swiss francs, the eligibility of collateral denominated in foreign currencies is expected to substantially reduce
barriers to enter the Swiss money market for foreign banks.

3

Literature and implications

3.1

Literature

A central bank’s access policy has important implications for the unsecured
money market. Depending on the range of eligible counterparties for monetary policy operations and the secured interbank market, the diffusion and
allocation of liquidity can alter. Markets with restricted eligibility generate greater interdependencies between financial intermediaries to achieve an
efficient allocation of central bank money. This may lead to substantial
differences in prices paid by certain categories of market participants.
For instance, McAndrews (2009) provides evidence that interest rates
paid in the unsecured money market can deviate substantially from the
central banks’ targeted rates and differ significantly among different market
segments that are defined along the lines of proximity to the central bank.
While he relies on market segments that are not clearly distinguished in
terms of access and origin, we are able to focus on these dimensions precisely.
We measure price differences between the Libor and interests paid by certain
segments of the market that we define along two dimensions, namely access
versus no access and domestic versus foreign banks.
7

Note, 16 participants (of which 9 are foreign banks) left the market.
The SNB accepts collateral denominated in Swiss franc as well as in EUR, USD,
GBP, DKK, NOK and SEK. In contrast, the Fed and the ECB have solely accepted
collateral denominated in their own currency before the crisis. See Cheun at al. (2009)
for a discussion of major central banks’ collateral policy and the respective adjustments
undertaken during the crisis.
8
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The financial crisis starting 2007 has demonstrated that the unsecured
money market may temporarily dry up due to asymmetric information on
counterparty risk and liquidity hoarding motives (see Afonso et al. (2011)).
By granting access to a wide range of counterparties, involving domestically
non-chartered banks, central bank liquidity can flow directly to where it
is needed. In particular, broad direct access may prove advantageous in
providing liquidity directly to banks that are short and that are avoided
in the interbank money market.9 Also, Angelini et al. (2011) and Filipovic
and Trolle (2011) provide evidence that the allocation of central bank money
during the initial phases of the crisis until 2009 was seriously impaired due
to liquidity risk on an aggregate level rather than due to credit risk concerns
over individual banks. Therefore, in times of market stress, granting access
to a wide range of counterparties may become the only way to address
reserve imbalances as liquidity can flow directly to where it is needed. This
view is supported by Chailloux et al. (2008) who conclude on the 2007 crisis
experience by claiming that proximity to the central bank provides profit
opportunities and more extensive implicit insurance against liquidity events.
In other words, banks with access to central bank monetary policy operations
or secured money markets have a comparative advantage over such that do
not enjoy this privilege.
Naturally, the question arises whether this is only true during crisis times
or whether this assertion also holds during normal times. The presumption
by Rochet and Tirole (1996) that market discipline plays an important role
in the unsecured money market can be understood as the rationale for granting access to only a selection of domestic banks. Restricted access may prove
efficient as market participants – due to their comparative advantage in monitoring peers – can channel funds more effectively and at lower cost than the
central bank.10 Rochet and Tirole (1996) admit that their view is based on
moral hazard rationale while for the money market adverse selection may
be a more relevant problem.
Hoerova and Monnet (2012) provide a theory of the joint existence of
unsecured and secured money markets next to secured central bank lending
that is based on adverse selection. They claim that secured central bank
lending may generally improve liquidity allocation in a framework of asym9
In addition, broader direct access may reduce the too-big-to-fail problem often associated with primary dealers.
10
Depending on the instrument as well as the trading and settlement infrastructure used
to conduct monetary policy operations, granting access to a wide range of counterparties
may imply significant operational costs. In particular, central banks need to monitor
their counterparty risk arising from opening access to additional but less creditworthy
intermediaries. Granting access to foreign banks may further imply the acceptance of
collateral denominated in other currencies because the range of eligible collateral may
play an essential role for foreign banks’ willingness to participate in the central bank’s
open market operations. As a consequence, the central bank bears foreign exchange risks.
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metric information by eliminating inefficient terminations of projects due to
a shortage of central bank liquidity. While their model does not explicitly
deal with access but relies on the existence of central bank facilities, essentially, the absence of access is equivalent to the non-existence of these central
bank facilities. Therefore, their model provides a rationale that broader access results in welfare gains under both normal and crisis times. In addition,
access to secured money markets is not understood to be a perfect substitute to access to central bank monetary policy operations. This assertion is
validated by the heavy turmoil that USD repo markets went through during
the financial crisis starting 2007 as reported by Gorton and Metrick (2012)
and Copeland, Martin and Walker (2010). However, the experience in the
Swiss franc repo market was quite different. Kraenzlin and von Scarpatetti
(2011 and 2012) find that the Swiss franc repo interbank market proved
to be a reliable source of funding for domestic and foreign intermediaries.
Although it would be interesting to distinguish between the two forms of
access, we are not able to do so because almost all banks that access the
interbank repo market also access the SNB.
Next to the segmentation related to access another line of segmentation can develop between domestic and foreign banks as pointed out by
Freixas and Holthausen (2004). They provide a model of cross-border interbank market integration under asymmetric information. They find that
an equilibrium with integrated markets under noisy cross-country information may not always exist and that an equilibrium characterised by segmentation principally exists or coexists. Furthermore, they show that a repo
market reduces interest rate spreads in the unsecured interbank market and
improves upon the segmentation equilibrium. However, it may destroy the
integrated equilibrium on the unsecured money market. To summarise, they
predict cross-border money market segmentation that exists in both normal
and crisis times. This segmentation deepens the noisier cross-border information gets – i.e. during crisis times – but is limited by the existence of an
interbank repo market.

3.2

Implications

We summarise the insights gained in the discussion of the literature with the
following five implications that we expect to observe in the data at hand:
Implication 1: A structural liquidity deficit yields a positive access premium
If the banking system is in a structural liquidity deficit towards the
central bank, then banks that access the central bank’s monetary policy
operations and have available high-quality or central bank-eligible collateral
8

pay, on average, a lower interest rate on the unsecured interbank money
market. Such banks can rely – apart from the unsecured interbank market
– on two alternative sources of refinancing, namely the central bank and the
interbank repo market.11 Thus, banks with access to central bank money
are better insured against liquidity risk in the unsecured interbank market.
Consequently, their willingness to pay for liquidity is lower than for banks
with no access.
Implication 2: Given a structural liquidity deficit, the
size of the access premium can be limited by an open
access policy, even in crisis times
Provided that the banking system is in a structural liquidity deficit, an
open access policy to secured money markets and central bank monetary
policy operations limits the access premium both in normal and crisis times
(as represented by an increasing Libor-OIS spread). As banks – irrespective
of their country of domicile – can easily establish direct access to the secured
money market or participate in monetary policy operations, they do not
exclusively depend on the unsecured money market. Essentially, access to
secured refinancing via the central bank or the repo interbank market is a
self-selection variable that limits the premium to the cost of establishing
access. If the access premium exceeds the cost of establishing access, banks
establish access to obtain liquidity on the interbank repo market or from
the central bank.
Implication 3: The move from a structural liquidity
deficit to a structural liquidity surplus reduces the access premium
By means of unconventional measures various central banks provided the
banking system with permanent (or relatively long-term) liquidity. The ample supply of permanent liquidity has led to a gradual shift from a structural
liquidity deficit to a structural liquidity surplus. This transition implies that
the banking system is awash with liquidity and becomes less dependent on
11

This is particularly true for Switzerland since the infrastructure for the SNB’s open
market operations is the same as for the large majority of interbank repo transactions in
Swiss francs. Therefore, having established access to the Tri-party repo system, a bank
can access the interbank repo market and the SNB’s monetary policy operations. Furthermore, in contrast to the US Tri-party repo system, the Swiss system runs on bankruptcy
remote infrastructure providers that generate no intraday exposures as outlined in Martin, Skeie and von Thadden (2011). Also, the collateral accepted in the interbank market
is basically identical to the high quality SNB-eligible collateral. Therefore, central bank
operations and interbank repo markets are close substitutes as outlined by Kraenzlin and
von Scarpatetti (2011 and 2012).
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the unsecured interbank market. The central bank indirectly opens access
to a wide degree going beyond the number of banks that enjoy direct access
to the central bank. This reduces the access premium accordingly as – with
an increasing structural liquidity surplus – there is increasing supply of and
decreasing demand for liquidity.
Implication 4: The cross-border premium is persistent
Foreign intermediaries pay, on average, a higher interest rate in the unsecured interbank money market both under a structural liquidity deficit
and under a structural liquidity surplus. Banks – with a short position in a
currency – can refinance themselves (i) via deposits, (ii) via the money and
foreign exchange market or (iii) by issuing debt-securities. Banks domiciled
domestically finance the vast majority of their lending via deposits. Foreign
banks domiciled abroad, in turn, fund themselves rather via the unsecured
money market, their local currency’s money market (and a corresponding
foreign exchange swap into the currency needed) or the capital market. Deposits in the currency needed, on the contrary, are negligible since foreign
intermediaries seldom manage large amounts of another currency on their
liability side. The inferior importance of deposits implies that foreign banks
are more dependent on money and capital markets. The higher dependence
on the money market, in turn, leads to a higher willingness to pay for liquidity.
The reasons why the cross-border segmentation premium is not arbitraged out in unsecured money markets are described in Freixas and Holthausen (2005). Essentially, asymmetric information leads to a persistently
segmented money market. As Freixas and Holthausen (2004) argue, it is
very likely that information on the quality of foreign banks is less precise
than home country information. Cash providers do not know whether a
bank escapes its home market because it is just short in Swiss franc liquidity or because the bank generated a ’bad’ signal in its home market and
cannot borrow in its local currency (and swap the received funds into Swiss
francs). Such asymmetries of information are persistent and do not change
because of direct access or when the banking system moves from a structural
liquidity deficit to a structural liquidity surplus.
Implication 5: An open access policy limits the crossborder premium
The willingness of foreign banks to pay a higher premium is limited by
an open access policy. Essentially, the same argument as for the access
premium applies. However, as foreign banks have a higher relative cost
10

to establish money market operations in currencies for which they do not
further engage in financial intermediation, the segmentation remains. In a
structural liquidity deficit, foreign banks are likely to access central bank
money more easily as a central bank aims to accept as many banks with a
refinancing need in the respective currency as possible. However, also then,
a bank either has to change the composition of the asset side on its balance
sheet, which is costly, or it has to carry foreign exchange risk, which may be
substantial, particularly during a phase of market turmoil. Therefore, the
willingness to pay higher interest rates in the unsecured interbank market
remains even in a structural liquidity deficit. The move to a structural liquidity surplus may, thus, not lower the cross-border premium substantially
even though the banking system and, hence, also foreign banks are more
likely to be awash of liquidity.

4

The SNB’s responses during the crisis

Next to the access policy, monetary policy implementation by central banks
may crucially influence segmentation, particularly so during crisis events.
Thus, it is necessary to shortly reflect monetary policy implementation by
and the reactions of the SNB to the financial crisis. Before the financial
crisis in August 2007 as well as during the first phase of the crisis, the
SNB provided liquidity to the banking system via daily repo transactions,
normally with a maturity of one week. In total the SNB provided Swiss
franc liquidity between 20 and 30 billion (see Figure 2). The higher volume
in the first three quarters of 2008 was mainly to compensate an increase in
autonomous factors, such as banknotes in circulation or government balances
at the SNB.
With the collapse of Lehman Brothers in mid-September 2008, funding
costs in the Swiss franc unsecured interbank money market sharply increased
in line with other currencies (see the Swiss franc Libor - OIS spread in Figure
2). The increase was caused by a combination of the need of foreign banks –
which did not have access to the interbank repo platform – to continuously
roll over maturing interbank loans and the drying up of supply for these
funds (see Auer and Kraenzlin (2011) for a more detailed discussion). As a
reaction to this, the SNB started to generously provide its counterparties
with Swiss franc liquidity. From 28 October 2008 onwards, it started to
fully allot all bids submitted in the daily repo auctions. As a result, the
outstanding repo volume increased up to Swiss franc 65 billion in 2009.
To more directly allocate liquidity to foreign banks that are seeking Swiss
francs, in October 2008, the SNB jointly announced with the ECB and, subsequently, with the Narodowy Bank Polski (NBP) and the Magyar Nemzeti
Bank (NMB) to indirectly distribute Swiss franc funds via EURCHF-Swaps
with these central banks. Since most banks that have to fund Swiss franc
11

liabilities can be served by one of the four central banks mentioned, access
to Swiss franc central bank money was further extended. The Swiss franc
liquidity provided via Swaps with other central banks quickly reached a level
of 65 billion. This reduced the Swiss franc three-month Libor-OIS spread
correspondingly (see Figure 2).
In mid March 2009, the SNB announced unconventional measures to
combat deflationary risks (see SNB (2009) and SNB (2010a)). The SNB
started to conduct longer-term repo transactions, to purchase Swiss franc
denominated bonds issued by Swiss private sector borrowers and to intervene
in the foreign exchange market. With the foreign exchange interventions the
SNB built up a foreign reserve position worth over Swiss franc 200 billion by
mid-2010, compared to a pre-2009 level of less than Swiss franc 50 billion.
Figure 2 documents the level of foreign exchange interventions. In effect, the
SNB provided the banking system with permanent liquidity to an extent that
the demand for liquidity in the repo and EURCHF-Swap auctions ceased
to exist altogether. As of 12 May 2010, the SNB discontinued its liquidity
providing operations.
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Figure 2: SNB’s open market operations
Crisis events and the SNB’s measures suggest to distinguish between five
crisis phases to evaluate whether the implications suggested are observed in
the unsecured money market in Switzerland. The phases are outlined in
Figure 2. To compare pre-crisis and crisis segmentation we can rely on data
from 2005 to August 2007. Then, the first crisis phase spans the period from
the outburst of the crisis to the failure of Lehman. To directly evaluate the
effects of the introduction of the EURCHF-Swaps, we distinguish between
the phase directly after the collapse of Lehman Brothers and the phase after
12

1W
2W
3W
1M
2M
3M
Total

pre-crisis
3,653
932
298
2,692
1,096
2,371
11,042

CP1
1,283
406
166
1,167
417
940
4,379

CP2
24
11
7
45
20
21
128

CP3
234
47
25
74
44
68
492

CP4
857
227
99
404
207
374
2,168

CP5
755
223
105
257
99
210
1,649

Total
6,806
1,846
700
4,639
1,883
3,984
19,858

Table 1: Number of trades
the introduction of the EURCHF-Swaps. The fourth crisis phase starts
with the SNB’s interventions in the foreign exchange market. The fifth
crisis phase represents the period after the SNB discontinued its liquidity
providing operations.

5

Data and econometric methodology

Money market data used is extracted from the Swiss real-time gross settlement (RTGS) system, Swiss Interbank Clearing (SIC). The large-value payment system SIC settles in central bank money. By means of an algorithm –
similar to the one developed by Furfine (1999) – Guggenheim et al. (2011)
extract Swiss franc unsecured interbank money market transactions from
the payment system data. The algorithm identifies unsecured interbank
transactions between two intermediaries providing information on the interest rate charged, the term as well as the cash amount provided.12 The
sample used covers transactions from January 2005 to February 2011 with a
maturity of one week to three months. We exclude day-to-day transactions
as volatility of the interest rate in the unsecured Swiss franc money market
is very high and may cause misleading results.13
A number of money market players, especially such domiciled outside
Switzerland, have not opted to have direct access to SIC. They rely on correspondent banks instead. In particular UBS, Credit Suisse and Zürcher
Kantonalbank act as correspondent banks in the Swiss money market. As
the data does not allow to identify the final beneficiary (cash taker) and as
the interest rate charged on the unsecured money market reflects, among
others, the counterparty risk of the cash taker, we exclude transactions related to these three correspondent banks. Furthermore, from this discussion
12

See Guggenheim et al. (2011) for a detailed description of the algorithm and a discussion on its potential drawbacks.
13
High volatility results from the fact that the SNB conducts its monetary policy by
steering the three-month Libor instead of a day-to-day interest rate and does not pay
interest rates on reserves.
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it becomes evident that we cannot consider money market transactions that
are settled on other than SIC accounts.
The data sample counts 19,858 interbank transactions that were conducted on 1,558 business days. Table 1 provides an overview on the number
of transactions with respect to the underlying maturity and phases outlined
in 2. Overall, 143 banks figured as cash taker in the period of observation.
Domestic banks accounted on average for 77% of the total turnover. Banks
with access to the interbank repo market and the SNB – irrespective of their
country of domicile – accounted for roughly 75% of the total turnover (see
Figure 4). As one can infer from Figure 3, these numbers remain relatively
constant over the sample period. The analysis is based on data from cash
takers which were still able to obtain funds on an unsecured basis, i.e. banks
that were not avoided in the interbank market due to concerns on their creditworthiness. The number of active participants fell by roughly 40% after
mid 2008 (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Number of banks active at least once (per quarter)
We identify segmentation in the money market by analysing differences
m ) paid by bank (i = 1, ..., N ) on day (t =
between the interest rate (ri,t
1, ..., T ) and the respective Libor rate (Lm
i,t ), where m stands for the maturities one week to three months. We rely on the interest rate differential
m ) as dependent variable to account for day-to-day differences in the level
(r̄i,t
of interest rates which may, for example, result from interest rate hikes or
day-specific tensions that are unrelated to segmentation.
To identify the two possible lines of segmentation, we build two dummy
variables. The first one indicates whether the cash taker has access to the
SNB and, consequently, to the interbank repo market (dt,cb ). The second
14

one indicates whether the cash taker is a foreign bank (dt,f or ). To directly
evaluate the effects of the financial market turmoil as well as the measures
applied by the SNB, we define five additional dummy variables dcris,j that
correspond to the different phases of the financial crisis as explained in section 4 and reported in Figure 2. In doing so, we define six different phases in
total, namely the pre-crisis phase and five different crisis phases. Explanatory variables are then derived by multiplying the latter five dummies with
former segmentation dummies dt,cb and dt,f or .
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Figure 4: Turnover with respect to bank category
For most banks in the sample neither credit default swap data nor commonly consistent bond spreads are available. However, as highlighted in the
literature, the money market was prone to both credit and liquidity risk.
Thus, to take account for individual credit risk and liquidity risk premia
paid, we construct a proxy for counterparty risk particularly related to the
unsecured money market. The Libor-OIS spread is often used as a measure
for counterparty and liquidity risk related to stress in the money market.
We use the Libor-OIS spread of the respective maturity (rpm
t ) and multiply the respective Libor-OIS spread by each cash taker’s specific dummy
variable (di ) to account for the individual risk premium (rpm
i,t ). In so doing, we presume that individual risk premia are highly correlated with the
stress identified in the whole market and depend on the maturity of the
transaction.
To further evaluate whether the accentuation of the financial crisis changed
the way credit risk is priced, we multiply the individual specific risk premia
with additional crisis dummy variables dcris,k . In Figure 2 five crisis phases
are plotted. However, for the purpose at hand, we differentiate between
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three and not five crisis phases. Namely, we neither distinguish between the
period shortly after the collapse of Lehman Brothers (crisis phase 2) and the
introduction of the EURCHF-Swaps (crisis phase 3) nor between the phase
after the foreign exchange interventions (crisis phase 4) and the time when
the SNB suspended its liquidity providing operations (crisis phase 5). This
is broadly in line with the development of the Libor-OIS spread (see Figure
2).
Finally, to account for unobserved individual specific effects on the cash
taker side, which cannot be explained by the explanatory variables, we add a
dummy variable (di ) for N −1 cash takers as additional explanatory variable
to the regression. Cross-sectional heterogeneity could for example arise due
to different liquidity endowments related to a bank’s business strategy. If
so, cash providers could try to take advantage of such a setting and ask for
higher interest rates. In contrast, if a bank is state-owned, it may profit from
persistently lower interest rates. Such influences are of a structural nature
over the whole sample which is why an individual dummy is appropriate to
capture these effects.
m =
r̄i,t

NP
−1

αi di +

i=1
3
P

5
P

βj dcris,j dt,cb +

j=0
N
P

5
P

γj dcris,j dt,f or +

j=0

δi,k rpm
t drp,cris,k di + εi,t

k=0 i=1

Instead of using the fixed effects (FE) or random effects (RE) approach,
we run a so-called least squares dummy variable (LSDV) regression.14 The
LSDV regression is a pooled ordinary least squares (OLS) regression and
yields identical coefficients for the independent variables as the FE regression
would. We run a LSDV regression instead of the FE regression for three
reasons: First, transactions on the unsecured interbank money market are
not concluded every day due to holidays and weekends. This results in an
unequally spaced dataset. Second, the dataset is unbalanced because banks
do not participate daily in money markets. Finally, some banks conduct
several trades per trading day (up to 15 trades), resulting in more than just
one observation per day and bank (implying a high frequency pattern).
For all sample periods the following static regression is estimated where i
denotes the cross-sectional dimension (N −1 banks), m denotes the maturity
of the transaction considered (one week to three months), j and k denote
the number of crisis phases and t denotes the time-series dimension. We
define domestic banks without access to the SNB and the interbank repo
market as the reference group and dcris,j=0 as well as drp,cris,k=0 equal one
throughout the sample.
14

See Baltagi (2005).
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Regression results

Regression results are displayed in Table 6.15 Results provide strong evidence that the value of access to monetary policy operations and the interbank repo market is at an economically relevant level, being estimated at
6.3bp for the pre-crisis phase.
Obviously, for some market participants potential savings do not justify
the investment to establish access, at least under normal market conditions.
Therefore, arbitrage works to a degree that makes participants without access indifferent. In particular, this assertion is backed by the fact that the
change in the access premium is not significantly different from zero during
the first two phases of the financial crisis, in which the banking system was
still in a structural liquidity deficit. This evidence strongly supports the
first implication discussed initially.
Despite an access premia of 6.3bp, we judge the Swiss money market to
be highly integrated. This is confirmed, for instance, by McAndrews (2009),
who estimates premia along related segmentations in the USD market to be
around 10 to 30bp during normal times. In contrast to the Swiss case,
access to USD central bank money is not a self-selection variable as only
20 primary dealers are allowed to access the Fed’s open market operations.
Thus, arbitrage between different segments of the USD money market is
more difficult. This strongly supports the second implication that open
access limits the degree of segmentation. Further evidence for the value of
access is provided by the fact that more than 60 institutions have chosen to
access the SNB and the Swiss franc repo market since the outbreak of the
crisis.
Starting October 2008 the access premium started to decrease with each
additional monetary policy measure taken by the SNB to basically vanish
in the last period considered. In other words, after the introduction of
EURCHF-Swaps in concert with foreign central banks and the subsequent
widening of the range of counterparties in October 2008, the access premium
declined by roughly 1.8bp. With the provision of permanent liquidity via
foreign exchange interventions in the amount of 190 billion Swiss franc, the
majority of the banks became awash with Swiss franc liquidity and, as a
consequence, access to the interbank repo market and the SNB became less
valuable (1.7bp). As of 12 May 2010, the SNB discontinued its liquidity
providing operations. Since then, the SNB has no longer represented a
refinancing source and, hence, the access premium has become insignificant.
15
The coefficients on the individual specific dummy variables and risk premia – in total
457 coefficients – are not displayed in the table but can be received – on an anonymous
basis – upon request.
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Coefficient Std. error Total impact F-test with dcb /df or
dcb
−6.27∗∗∗
-0.005
-6.27∗∗∗
∗
dcb,P 1
−0.43
-0.002
-6.70∗∗∗
132.6 (0.00)
∗∗∗
dcb,P 2
−0.32
-0.016
-6.59
16.33 (0.00)
dcb,P 3
1.77∗∗
-0.007
-4.50∗∗∗
25.96 (0.00)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
dcb,P 4
4.53
-0.003
-1.74
8.16 (0.00)
dcb,P 5
5.37∗∗∗
-0.002
-0.90
2.53 (0.11)
df or
4.79∗∗∗
-0.008
4.79∗∗∗
df or,P 1
−1.11∗∗∗
-0.004
3.68∗∗∗
20.01 (0.00)
df or,P 2
1.52
-0.021
6.31∗∗∗
7.98 (0.00)
∗∗∗
df or,P 3
−0.07
-0.012
4.72
12.17 (0.00)
df or,P 4
−1.84∗∗∗
-0.006
2.95∗∗∗
11.34 (0.00)
df or,P 5
−1.27∗∗
-0.006
3.52∗∗∗
38.81 (0.00)
No. Obs.
19,858
R-squared
0.5221
Adj. R-squared
0.5105
***: significance on the 1% level; **: 5% level; *: 10% level;
Table 2: Regression results (in bp)
Thus, the vanishing access premium found for the three last crisis periods
supports the third implication. A central bank’s unconventional monetary
policy measures in response to the financial crisis reduce the access premium.
Essentially, unconventional monetary policy measures open access to central
bank money to any counterparty seeking liquidity. In the case of the SNB,
this is particularly true so for the fourth crisis phase (FX interventions). The
access premium decreased in line with the SNB’s monetary policy measures
that led to a structural liquidity surplus.
Cross-border segmentation is present in the unsecured Swiss money market, resulting in a significant cross-border premium between 3 to 6.3bp for
foreign banks. However, even though cross-border segmentation is persistent and on an economically relevant level, segmentation is rather low compared to the evidence found by McAndrews (2009) for similar segmentations in the USD money market. In particular, the segmentation in the
Swiss franc money market has not increased significantly during the crisis.
The cross-border segmentation looks persistent as it does not change fundamentally over time and it does not depend on the fact whether a foreign
bank has access or not. This is in sharp contrast to the price segmentations McAndrews (2009) finds for different segments of the USD market
with peaks at a level above 150bp. These findings are consistent with the
last two implications proposed, namely that cross-border segmentation is
persistent but limited by an open access policy.
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Conclusions

We evaluate two possible lines of market segmentation in the Swiss franc
unsecured money market, namely whether institutions have access to the
repo market and SNB’s monetary policy operations and country of domicile
(domestic vs. foreign). We find that both lines of segmentation are economically relevant, but smaller than comparable estimates for the USD money
market. Our findings on the Swiss franc money market suggest that an open
access policy to interbank repo markets and monetary policy operations limits money market segmentation during normal as well as times of financial
turmoil. Thus, an open access policy fosters efficiency and resiliency of the
unsecured money market and, as a consequence, the efficacy of monetary
policy transmission. This suggest to widen the focus of monetary policy
implementation and financial stability by a so far neglected aspect, namely
the optimal access policy to interbank repo markets and monetary policy
operations.
Broadly speaking, central banks can adhere to three different types of
access policies: first, a restrictive policy granting access only to a selection of
domestic banks (primary dealers), second, a domestic oriented policy with
solely domestic chartered banks, and, finally, an open access policy that also
admits access to foreign banks that are not chartered domestically. The
evidence found for the Swiss franc money market supports the presumption
that an open access policy can contain segmentation in the unsecured money
market.
In the Swiss franc unsecured money market, we observe an access premium that is limited by the SNB’s open access policy. The unsecured interbank money market does not ask too high a premium from banks without
access. If there were too high a mark-up, banks would establish access to
the SNB and, as a consequence, to the Swiss franc interbank repo market.
The fact that 60 banks have established access to the Swiss franc repo platform since the start of the financial crisis is indicative that the degree of
segmentation can be limited with this open access policy.
We identify persistent cross-border segmentation, leading to the conclusion that cross-border segmentation does not depend on the access policy
per se. However, the above line of argument holds true for foreign banks
too. The fact that segmentation has not become worse for foreign banks
during the different phases of financial turmoil can be ascribed to the open
access policy which puts an upper limit on foreign banks’ willingness to
pay. In other words, remote access to repo markets and the central bank’s
monetary policy operations limits the extent of market segmentation. Also,
the fact that many foreign banks were among the 60 banks seeking access
during the crisis is indicative for an open access policy to limit cross-border
segmentation.
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Direct access to central bank money has been a main instrument to ease
stress in the money markets during the financial crisis starting 2007. Our
results suggest that access to central bank money is beneficial. However, as
for we cannot distinguish access to central bank operations and access to the
secured money market, we are not able to disentangle the contribution of
each form of secured refinancing. Comparable research for other currencies
may, thus, be able to shed further light on the optimal access policy.
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